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Executive Summary
This tram road safety report highlights
the importance of tram separation
from traffic. It highlights the
challenges, but also recent successes,
in improving tram safety for the 200
million passengers carried every year.
Our passengers and staff have experienced close to
1,000 vehicle to tram collisions every year for the
past five years – an average of three collisions every
day. Also, in 2018-19 there were 380 minor falls
and 32 serious passenger falls on board trams,
many due to emergency braking for other vehicles.
Yarra Trams reviewed five years of vehicle-to-tram
collisions, passenger falls on trams, and near hit
incident reports. We filtered out incidents that
were clearly not related to other road users; for
example passenger falls due to slipping on a wet
tram floor. We then mapped the remaining 6,150
incidents, and the associated casualty injuries, and
assessed the type of separation in place on that
section of the network.

Yarra Trams has measures in place to reduce
the number of incidents. Despite this, the
number of incidents has stayed at around
1,000, suggesting new initiatives are needed.

•

Road safety incidents are a major source of
delay and unplanned disruption to passengers.

Key disruption findings
•

‘More disruptive’ and ‘most disruptive’
incidents cluster at key intersections on the
approach to the CBD.

•

Typically 10 trams are unavailable for peak
services due to collision repairs.

•

Tram repairs after a vehicle collision took 13
days on average in 2017. Collision repairs cost
nearly $3 million a year.

•

40 per cent of collisions take more than a week
to repair.

Next Steps
Road authorities can improve tram safety by:

Key safety findings
•

•

Nearly 40 per cent of collisions, falls, near hits
and casualties happen on the 15 per cent of the
tram network with full time separation by
plastic strips and painted lines.

•

80 per cent of injuries on public transport in
Victoria in 2018 occurred on the tram network.

•

Substantial improvements in tram safety are
possible by upgrading existing ‘moderate’ and
‘weak’ separation to stronger, safer designs.

•

More effective separation is appropriate on the
busiest parts of the tram network.

•

Creating opportunities for new ‘safe separation’
such as raised track and green tracks.

•

Upgrading separation designs through greater
use of kerbs and surface treatments, moving
along the ‘separation spectrum’.

•

Changing traffic signals to reduce conflicts
between trams and other road users.

•

Identifying and removing problematic car
turning locations to reduce conflicts with tram
movements.

•

Undertaking Road Safety Audits and sharing
findings with stakeholders to find solutions.

•

Incorporating tram safety into Road
Management Plans through planning for regular
maintenance of plastic strips and linemarking.

•

Ensuring road authorities are adequately
funded to maintain existing separation.
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Context and purpose
About this report
This report is an update of the previous edition
dated October 2018. The main changes are:

As part of its commitment to Zero
Harm, Yarra Trams has prepared this
report to inform our stakeholders
about the relationship between tram
safety and separation on roads.

•

The data presented on injuries now aligns with
black spot casualty incident definitions
(including injuries to non-tram road users
arising from a tram road safety incident); and

•

incorporation of 2018/19 financial year safety
data.

Zero Harm is one of Yarra Trams’ fundamental
values. Our passengers and staff have experienced
close to one thousand vehicle to tram collisions
every year for the past five years – an average of
three collisions every day. There are also around 30
serious passenger falls, and nearly 400 minor
passenger falls every year, many due to emergency
braking for other vehicles.
About the data used in this report
Yarra Trams has undertaken a comprehensive
review of five years of tram safety data to prepare
this report.
When an incident occurs on Melbourne’s tram
network, Yarra Trams’ operations centre records
the details as reported by the tram driver. Location
is reported to the nearest known intersection. In
the City, this is usually one of the main or “Little”
streets; in the suburbs it is the side streets.

Figure 1: A midblock vehicle to tram collision in Bridge Road. Note the
raised dividing strips

In line with our Zero Harm commitment, we
capture many incidents that otherwise go
unreported in road safety databases like CrashStats,
which focuses on incidents that cause injuries.
Yarra Trams reviewed five years of vehicle-to-tram
collisions, passenger falls on trams, and near hit
incident reports. We filtered out incidents that
were clearly not related to other road users; for
example passenger falls due to slipping on a wet
tram floor. We then mapped the remaining 6,150
incidents, and the associated serious injuries, and
assessed the type of separation in place on that
section of the network (e.g. Figure 1 and Figure 2).

Figure 2: A midblock vehicle to tram collision in St Kilda Road, occurring
in full time tram lanes
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The Significance of Separation
Melbourne is home to the largest tram network in
the world, where electric trams have operated in
the city continuously since 1906. The network’s age
and extensive coverage come with some strategic
challenges such as the high proportion of track that
shares road space with general traffic.
Modern tram networks typically use ‘surface’ and
‘edge’ design features to effectively prevent
unmanaged vehicles on tram tracks. A ‘spectrum’ of
design options is available of varying effectiveness
in transport and urban design outcomes. The more
effective tram separation design interventions are

larger in scope, with greater potential to contribute
to meeting non-transport placemaking and urban
design objectives across the wider public realm.
Fully implemented ‘strong’ separation includes:
•

Combined surface and edge treatments to
provide separation along and across tram
tracks,

•

Minimisation of remaining crossing points over
the tram tracks, and

•

Signal controls to prioritise tram movements.

Figure 4: The 'separation spectrum' of separation design effectiveness and opportunity for placemaking
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•

In Figure 5, the separation environments are
characterised as:
Strongly separated
•

•

Right of way: trams operate in an exclusive right
of way that is separated from traffic and in
some cases also pedestrians
Boulevard (hard median): trams are separated
from traffic (except when crossing through an
intersection), but not from pedestrians

Moderately separated
•

Mountable separation kerb: trams are
separated from traffic by regulatory raised
dividing strips that vehicles can cross

Weakly separated
•

Full Time Tram Lane: trams are separated from
traffic by regulatory painted lines

Part Time Tram Lane: trams are separated from
traffic by regulatory painted lines, but only at
some times of day

Not separated
•

Shared Running: trams operate in the general
traffic flow

•

Shared Space: trams operate in a street with
pedestrians but motorised vehicles are
restricted

Approximately 25 per cent of the tram network is
‘strongly separated’ from general traffic using
design solutions to prevent unmanaged motor
vehicles on tram track. This means there is a high
chance of conflict between trams and other road
users, as well as a higher rate of preventable safety
incidents and delays. Stronger tram separation
design strategies would reduce this conflict if they
were used more widely across the network.

Figure 5: Overview of separation environments, 2019 (Source: Yarra Trams analysis)
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Safety and Separation in Tram Lanes
The busiest sections of Melbourne’s tram network
are in the CBD and inner suburbs. In many streets in
these areas, trams are separated from traffic only
by tram lanes, one of the weaker choices on the
‘separation spectrum’. These designs permit
various traffic movements on the tram tracks, as
shown in Figure 6.
In the CBD, tram streets usually provide parallel
kerbside parking and a single lane of traffic in each
direction. Where double-parking occurs around
parking bays, loading zones and taxi ranks, current
separation designs allow vehicles to encroach on
the tram track, putting tram passengers at risk.
These design choices mean the safe and efficient
movement of trams and tram passengers in the
busiest part of the tram network is largely reliant
on compliance by motorists.
Ironically, this design passively enables doubleparking behaviour. Safer separation would deter
double parking because its impacts on other
motorists would be greater, helping to keep the
whole city moving and safe.

Figure 6: Vehicle use of tram lanes (Bourke Street (top) and Collins
Street (bottom))
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A Passenger Perspective on Separation
Tram separation contributes to a number of
‘moments that matter’ that are also ‘pain points’
and of high importance to passengers, as shown in
Figure 7:
•

Being on time and keeping to timetable. More
effective separation contributes to reducing
delays.

•

Feeling safe on trams. Separation can
contribute to reducing the actual and perceived
risk of a crash or fall.

Monash University data indicates an average of
three hospital admissions per month are related to
injuries experienced from a fall on a tram that could
have been prevented through more effective
separation.
Transport Safety Victoria research found older
passengers disproportionately bear the impacts of
tram-related injuries, with 74 per cent of people
admitted to hospital aged 60 years and over.

Figure 7: Tram Customer Journey Map (Source: PTV)
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Disruption impacts of tram road safety issues
Road safety incidents are a source of delay and
disruption to passengers. The effects of a collision
can vary widely, depending on its severity and its
location. Although not every collision currently has
delay data associated with it, Figure 8 below
presents an analysis, based on standard deviations
from the mean delay, since the start of the
“Enhanced Operational Performance Regime” as
part of the current franchise arrangements in
November 2017.

It shows the widespread nature of disruptive
incidents, clusters of ‘more disruptive’ incidents at
key intersections in and on the approach to the
CBD, and along corridors where diversion routes
are not readily available. It also shows a more
disruptive incident can occur anywhere on the
network. Collision disruptions often block access to
platform stops and the flow of low-floor trams,
disproportionately affecting passengers using
mobility aids, because of a lack of alternative
accessible options.

Figure 8: Estimated disruption associated with safety incidents
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Yarra Trams’ road safety controls
How we’re managing this problem today

Consistent with the scale of the
vehicle-to-tram collision problem and
its impacts, Yarra Trams has safety
controls in place to reduce the risk of
separation-related incidents so far as
is reasonably practicable.
The main controls are:
•

Tram braking system: trams are fitted with
regular and emergency brakes in recognition of
the complex operational environment, and
these are regularly maintained and tested

•

Driver general operational rules and procedures
training: Drivers are instructed in rules on safe
distances between trams and other vehicles

•

Yarra Trams rule book: we have a rule book in
place which provides instruction on safe
operations, and this book is regularly updated
and reviewed to ensure it reflects operational
requirements

•

Defensive driving technique training: Drivers are
trained to drive trams defensively and to
anticipate potential hazards.

•

Network monitoring of driver performance:
Drivers’ skills and adherence to the rules is
regularly monitored and corrective actions
taken as appropriate

•

Jerk reduction software: we worked with the
tram provider to equip new software to vehicles
to reduce controllable causes of passenger falls

•

Announcements: We use onboard
announcements to provide safety messaging,
reminding passengers of the need to hold on
due to the risk of sudden braking and
consequent falls.

•

Campaigns: Yarra Trams works with our
partners to run campaigns to prevent incidents
(‘Trams can’t swerve’ at
https://www.ptv.vic.gov.au/more/travelling-onthe-network/travelling-safely/checkfortrams/)
and mitigate consequences (‘Tram Coach’ at
https://yarratrams.com.au/tram-safety).

Figure 11: The 'Tram Coach' campaign raises passenger awareness
regarding the need to hold on when travelling on trams

•

•

Line markings e.g. clearance lines: consistent
with the Road Management Act, we implement
line marking to show other motorists the swept
path of the tram to try to avoid vehicle
encroachment.

•

Signage: we highlight locations on the network
as hotspots using signage and regularly liaise
with road authorities to rectify signage issues
for tram / vehicle interfaces

Provide Victoria Police with data on vehicle to
tram incidents so they can increase
patrols/enforcement: We engage with the
stakeholders that are accountable for
enforcement of road rules to try to encourage
better compliance. For example, Victoria Police
ran a blitz in conjunction with Trams Can’t
Swerve, issuing 14 infringements for failing to
give way to trams or passing stationary trams.
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•

Identified hot spot locations and driver training
on the specific risk at these locations: Our
safety data analysis identifies hot spots and we
provide guidance to drivers to better operate
trams through those locations

•

Gong: all trams are fitted with an audible
warning device and drivers are trained in its use
in warning motorists

•

Lighting/indicators on tram: all trams have a
range of lights and indicators to improve
motorist awareness of the tram on the road.

The 1000 road safety incidents a year indicates the
magnitude of the residual risk to safe tram
operations from motorists.
We have a working group reviewing these controls
and identifying new actions and controls to
implement to improve road safety.
This report is also part of Yarra Trams’ Safety
Strategy and is an important step to assisting
stakeholders to understand the role of safe system
road designs for the tram network.

15
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Strategic context
Transport and land use

Plan Melbourne, the overarching
strategic transport and land use plan
for metropolitan Melbourne, commits
government to improving the quality
and efficiency of the tram network.
The plan’s strategic direction for the tram network
is to “improve tram travel times, reliability and
capacity to support major movements of people by
gradually transforming to a light-rail system with
increased right-of-way, more accessible, low-floor,
high-capacity vehicles, and level-access stops.”
One of the identified initiatives is to “improve inner
Melbourne tram reliability with a range of
measures that give trams greater priority on the
road network (such as greater physical separation
from other road users and improved technology to
manage traffic flows).”
The State Government’s Movement and Place
framework identifies tram movements as a key
strategic priority and contextualises those
movements with the requirements of other road
users and place values.

Towards Zero Road Safety Vision and Victorian
Road Safety Strategy
•

City of Melbourne 2019 Transport Strategy
•

City of Port Phillip Integrated Transport Strategy
•

Partner with the Victorian Government and
public transport providers to increase the
reliability of tram services.

•

Partner with PTV and Yarra Trams to deliver a
pipeline of integrated movement and place
tram projects.

•

Target of 3.5 kilometres (by 2021/22) and 5.5
kilometres (by 2027/28) of dedicated tram (or
bus) lanes on Council streets.

•

Explore ways of giving trams and buses greater
priority over cars.

•

Reduce accident rates for cars, walking, cycling
and public transport faster than the
metropolitan average.

Plan Melbourne

•

Advocate for the tram network to be
‘supercharged’ through physical separation of
public transport and general traffic, while
ensuring people can easily and safely cross the
street including providing frequent crossing
points for people with bicycles.

City of Darebin Transport Strategy 2007-2027
(2015 review)

Recent key plans and policy directions relevant to
tram road safety include:
•

Incorporate safe system principles into the
design of roads and roadsides…and develop
innovative infrastructure solutions.

Improve tram travel times, capacity, and
reliability by increasing right-of-way in an effort
to gradually transform the tram network to a
light-rail system with more accessible rolling
stock and stops.
Investigate inner-Melbourne tram reliability
improvements including a range of measures
that give trams greater priority on the road
network (such as greater physical separation
from other road users and improved technology
to manage traffic flows).

City of Glen Eira Integrated Transport Strategy
2018-2031
•

Identification of Balaclava Road, Hawthorn Road
and Dandenong Road as “express public
transport routes” with trams.

•

Support for potential improvements including
separating the service.
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•

Identification of a pilot project in 2021 to design
and implement a public transport corridor
improvement project.

Moreland City Council Integrated Transport
Strategy
•

•

Advocate for improved reliability of tram
services, including supporting removal of car
parking if this improves public transport
priority.

more heat-sensitive urban feature at a precinct
scale.2
In the context of climate change, these factors lead
to potential more serious storm and flood events.
In turn, these increase the severity and frequency
of disruption to tram services.
Separation designs at the stronger end of the
‘separation spectrum’ can use more permeable
surfaces (such as plantings), improving water
infiltration and reducing hard surfaces that
contribute to the urban heat island. Implementing
stronger separation designs can complement nontransport objectives.

Advocate for measures which improve tram
travel time reliability (such as priority and
signalling improvements), frequency and
capacity.

Moonee Valley Integrated Transport Plan
•

Work with State Government, VicRoads and
Yarra Trams to accelerate works at key locations
and ensure a holistic approach is applied.

City of Yarra Strategic Transport Statement
•

Work with relevant authorities to improve tram
travel time, quality, safety and reliability.

Design integration with other strategies
Complementing the above transport and land use
outcomes, the ‘separation spectrum’ shows that
separation design could allow tram infrastructure
to contribute towards achieving non-transport
place objectives.
For example, City of Melbourne strategies note that
the city has low levels of water permeability. Hard
surfaces on roads drain rapidly, meaning that rain
has little opportunity to infiltrate the soil. Streets
where trams operate also contribute to the urban
heat island effect, as shown in Figure 12. Research
in Sydney has confirmed that streetscapes are the

2

Figure 12: Thermal Image Showing Streets as the Major Heat Stores in
the City. Source: City of Melbourne urban forest strategy

Sharifi and Lehmann, Comparative Analysis of Surface Urban Heat Island
Effect in Central Sydney, Journal of Sustainable Development vol. 7, No. 3,
2014
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Options
Reducing the vehicle to tram interface
There are a range of options available Education Campaign
to road authorities to try to reduce the The Department of Transport, Victoria Police and
Yarra Trams regularly run education campaigns on
road safety issues associated with
tram lanes – for example the ‘Obey the Yellow’
vehicles interacting with trams.
campaign in 20083 (see Figure 13), the award
winning ‘Beware the Rhino’ campaign, and the
2015 ‘Travel Happy’4 campaign.

No Change
This option would result in a continuing trend of
collisions, near hits and passenger falls. It would
forego the associated benefits from preventing
collisions, near hits and passenger falls. It would
also mean that opportunities to implement State
and local strategic plans for transport would not be
progressed.

In 2019, a community education campaign
emphasised the message that ‘trams can’t swerve’
and highlighted the risk of merging or turning into
the path of trams, with a social media and radio
campaign.5

Figure 13: "Obey the Yellow" Website Content (2008)

3

“Motorists asked to obey the yellow”,
http://www.police.vic.gov.au/content.asp?Document ID=14212

4
5

“Share the Road”, http://www.travelhappy.vic.gov.au
https://www.premier.vic.gov.au/urging-drivers-to-take-care-around-trams/
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•

You must not make a U-turn across a solid line
in the centre of the road

•

You must give way to trams from both
directions at roundabouts.

•

When turning right across tram tracks, watch
for trams approaching from both directions.
They may be approaching behind you as well as
from in front of you. Remember to check your
blind spots.

•

To watch for tram passengers alighting and
waiting to board trams at tram stops. When
passengers are boarding or alighting a tram, you
must be behind the end of the tram. Only once
the tram doors are closed and the road is clear
of pedestrians, may you drive past a stationary
tram at 10km/h.

Education campaigns about driving with trams are
repeated regularly, but the safety and performance
issues continue to occur. An evaluation of ‘Obey the
Yellow’ found the program had ‘only modest impact
because these road rules are hard to understand
and remain a weak means of controlling driver
behaviour around trams.’6
Figure 14: The 'Trams can't swerve' campaign reminds motorists how to
drive around trams

Enforcement of tram lanes is made more difficult
by the Road Rules which permit a motorist to drive
in a tram lane for up to 50 metres if making a turn.
Labour-intensive observation of tram lanes is
needed to prove infringements of the Road Rules,
making it difficult to cost-effectively resource
enforcement.

The campaign included some ‘top tips’ for driving
with trams on PTV’s website, including:
•

You must not move into the path of an
oncoming tram. This includes trams
approaching you from behind so remember to
check your blind-spots on both sides.

•

You must not drive over raised dividing strips or
double yellow lines

6

Enforcement

Implementation of raised dividing strips would
assist by simplifying enforcement, as driving over a
raised dividing strip is an offence unless done to
avoid an obstacle.

Currie, G. “Improving Driver Compliance with Streetcar Transit Lanes Using a
Public Education Campaign”, Transportation Research Record, v. 2112 pp.
62-69
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Good design can effectively ‘design out’ noncompliance, making it less important to enforce
regulations.

Strong separation

Change in Regulation

There are ‘quick win’ opportunities to implement
strong separation where stakeholders agree on the
vision for, and operation of, the street. Separation
designs can then be improved with minimal issues.

Strong separation uses the most effective elements
of the ‘separation spectrum’.

Changes to the Road Rules to make it an offence to
drive in a tram lane could make enforcement
easier. However, physical controls would serve to
prevent safety incidents, whereas regulatory
change only deters inappropriate behaviour.
Enforcement of changed regulations would need to
be considered by the Department of Transport in
conjunction with Victoria Police, and the alternative
of effective design would still be available.

In other circumstances, there may be impacts on
the transport role of the street. For example:
•

Taxi ranks may be needed on both sides of a
street, and safe pedestrian crossing points
planned.

•

Emergency services and tram recovery vehicles
may need to drive on the track, constraining the
design options available.

•

More data and stakeholder consultation may be
required to close median gaps and crossing
points, which can delay implementation.

•

Occasional activities like roadside construction,
may need to be planned for, through
management plans

Raised Dividing Strips (‘Moderate’ Separation)
The Melbourne tram network has numerous areas
where a mountable separation kerb, also known as
‘raised dividing strips’, are used to provide greater
physical separation between trams and other
vehicles.
Raised dividing strips are quick and easy to install.
However, they are not particularly effective, and do
not have a long design life. They are not selfenforcing and do not ensure the transport
objectives for separation are fully achieved. They
are easily displaced by cars and trucks turning
across the tracks, and degrade under ultraviolet
light exposure. In Yarra Trams’ experience the
material lasts no more than 10 years under
Melbourne conditions.

Addressing these needs may require budget and
planning support.
The VicRoads Traffic Engineering Manual provides
some innovative designs. For example, to enable
emergency services to use tracks and exit mid-block
where required, a kerb can provide a barrier on the
traffic side, but be mountable on the tram side, as
shown in Figure 15.
A common material choice for strong separation in
Melbourne is a 100mm wide bluestone block. This
kerb:
•

has a small footprint that can be
accommodated where painted lines are in place

•

is effective in supporting the desired policy and
transport outcomes
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•

has a very long material lifespan with low
maintenance requirements. Bluestone kerbing
is estimated to require around $5,000 per year
per kilometre to maintain, compared to
$17,000 for plastic strips.

•

can be recovered during track renewal and
reused if the overall separation design is
changed to provide a more integrated urban
design outcome.

Figure 15: Combined barrier and semi-mountable kerb
installed in Lygon Street in 2018

There can be urban design benefits from
introducing strong separation as part of an
integrated change to tram tracks, noting that:
•

Cost-effective implementation at this level of
design integration may be best achieved as part
of routine track renewal

•

The more effective surface design solutions on
the ‘separation spectrum’ may affect the track.

•

Addressing urban design desired outcomes
whilst still meeting transport requirements may
need further design development.
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Nicholson Street Separation Improvement
Case Study

•

Nicholson Street is a busy tram corridor in the inner
northern suburbs of Melbourne. Tram Route 96,
the only service on most of Nicholson Street, is
Melbourne’s single busiest tram route and has
been upgraded over the past decade to provide
improved accessibility and safety.

The redeveloped street now uses a consistent
bluestone barrier kerb and the remaining openings
are conspicuously highlighted.

In August 2018, the first stage of the rollout of
platform stops in Nicholson Street was delivered
between Victoria Parade and Palmerston Street
(just north of Johnston Street). As part of these
works, the opportunity was taken to improve
separation kerbing along the corridor. Because the
former municipal boundary ran down the middle of
Nicholson Street, two different designs of
separation kerb were used in the past – the
western side used mountable separation kerb
(plastic strips) but the eastern side used a more
solid concrete kerb.

Seven different intersection locations with
collision history in this section.

Figure 18: Separation on Nicholson Street is now consistent (Source:
Yarra Trams)

Post-project safety statistics suggest the improved
separation has been effective at preventing
incidents. In a nine month ‘before’ period of 1
September 2017 to 30 June 2018, there were three
collisions and one near hit in the project area. In
the equivalent period after the project, from 1
September 2018 to 30 June 2019, there was one
‘near hit’ and zero collisions recorded.
The reduction in collisions highlights the localised
safety improvements.

Figure 17: Historic configuration of Nicholson Street, looking north, with
two types of separation kerb on the one road (Source: Google Street
View)

The separation design was not delivering good
safety results. Since 2014 there have been:
•

Four collisions at Hanover Street;

•

Two collisions at Moor St; and
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Plastic Dividing Strips Lifecycle Case Study
The Department of Transport identified the
intersection of Nicholson Street with Palmerston
and Henry Streets as an illegal manoeuvre hotspot.
Four types of illegal turn routinely occurred here:
•

Turning right out of Henry Street

•

Turning right from Nicholson Street into Palmer
Street

•

Doing a U-turn across Nicholson Street

•

Exiting Palmerston Street onto Nicholson Street

The series of photos in Figure 19, from Google
Street View, capture a motorist in the act of turning
illegally across the raised dividing strips at this
location. The raised dividing strips did not deter a
small hatchback. Note also that many of the strips
were missing, having been knocked out of place by
the movements they are intended to prevent.
The second, third and fourth photos show a time
series at the same location from Google Street
View, highlighting the effect these movements have
on the raised dividing strips.
•

The second photo, from April 2013, shows a
piece of the stripping has been knocked
sideways, and some are missing entirely, due to
illegal turning movements.

•

The next photo, from July 2014, shows the
sideways strip removed entirely.

•

The last photo shows that as of October 2016,
all strips had been replaced.

This demonstrates the ongoing maintenance
attention and costs required to maintain this
separation.
In 2018, effective separation using bluestone was
installed at this location as part of the upgrade of
infrastructure in Nicholson Street.

Figure 19: Google Street View time series at Nicholson, Palmerston and
Henry Streets
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Plastic Dividing Strip Derailment Incident
On Friday 11 May 2018, early in the morning, a
tram was being transported out of service from
Essendon Depot to Brunswick Depot. As it travelled
outbound in Sydney Road at Moreland Road, the
tram derailed as it was turning left into Moreland
Road.
A tram derailment is a very serious incident. As
Yarra Trams’ Safety Strategy 2018-2020 says, “a
derailment event can lead to uncontrolled tram
movement, which creates the risk of injury to
employees, passengers and the wider community;
as well as reputational and property damage,
reduced tram availability, and financial risks.”

dividing strips is in most cases a duty of the relevant
responsible road authority, typically the
Department of Transport or local government,
because they are constructed separately from the
tram tracks.
Yarra Trams tracks the risk of derailment from
plastic strips and implements controls as part of its
overall risk management activities. Yarra Trams has
made some improvements to internal procedures
to reduce the risk.
However, road authorities using plastic dividing
strips to provide separation between trams and
other vehicles can help by proactively exercising
their duties to maintain these assets.

As such, mainline derailments trigger a
comprehensive investigation.
The morning of 11 May had been wet, with 18.6
millimetres of rainfall recorded. The investigation
found that a yellow plastic dividing strip,
presumably dislodged by a passing vehicle, had
been washed onto the tram track and become
submerged in water. The strip subsequently
became wedged in the front bogie (that is, the part
of the tram that includes the wheels that guide the
tram on the rails).
Driver health, fatigue and competency were not
considered to be causal factors. The condition of
the track and of the rolling stock was found to be
satisfactory and therefore also was not a
contributing factor in the incident. The driver
followed all rules and procedures as required.

Figure 20: Plastic dividing strip that derailed a tram

Yellow plastic strips are frequently dislodged on the
network, with our Track Maintenance Crew
collecting on average one or two strips a day to
return to the road authority.
Under the Road Management Act Code of Practice
for operational responsibility for public roads
(dated May 2017), the maintenance of plastic
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Benefits
Positive outcomes for safety and the city
Great separation can also provide significant
benefits to the city. Tram tracks occupy one third to
half of our key city streets, and could significantly
contribute to the greening of streets. Planted tram
tracks, which can be enabled by better separation,
can potentially help cut the extent and impact of
the problem of urban heat islands, act as mini
carbon sinks and contribute to better management
of water, noise and dust in the city.

The benefits of improved separation
extend well beyond the compelling
safety benefits.
Even if only the existing painted lines and plastic
strip separation was upgraded to safer designs,
Yarra Trams estimates this could reduce vehicle to
tram collisions by around 270 a year.
Better separation is estimated to reduce the risk of
injury to over 100,000 individual Melburnians every
year – including the nearly 1000 motorists every
year who collide with trams. With 200 million
passengers a year on trams, and well over half of
those catching trams in the areas with only
moderate or poor separation, addressing this issue
is one of the most effective improvements to tram
safety.
Better separation is safer for all road users, with
research showing a nearly 20 per cent reduction in
vehicle- and pedestrian-involved collisions that
don’t involve trams.
Addressing this problem will reduce the burden on
emergency services and hospitals. Monash
University data indicates an average of three
hospital admissions per month are related to
injuries experienced from a fall on a tram that could
have been prevented through more effective
separation.
Better separation on the 15 per cent of the network
could provide the equivalent of up to 3 extra trams
in service in the peak. These trams are otherwise
wasted by being in Yarra Trams’ workshop being
repaired after collisions. With up to ten trams out
of service for collision repairs in recent years,
collisions lead to ongoing disruptions to passengers
due to shortages of trams. Funding spent on
repairing trams could be better used to provide
additional services.

Figure 21: Tram separation can significantly green the street
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Summary and next steps
How you can help

This report has highlighted the
operational perspective on tram road
safety in Melbourne. It highlights the
challenges, but also recent successes,
in improving tram safety for the 200
million passengers carried every year.

•

Supporting the upgrade of less safe separation
designs to safer separation using kerbs, moving
along the ‘separation spectrum’

•

Incorporating tram safety improvements into
Road Safety Plans

•

Identifying opportunities and planning for new
‘safe separation’ such as raised track and green
tracks

More effective forms of separation and active
management of conflicting movements are
appropriate on the busiest parts of the tram
network. Case studies show that substantial
improvements in tram safety are possible by
upgrading existing ‘moderate’ and ‘weak’
separation to stronger, safer designs.

•

Improving traffic signals to reduce conflicts
between trams and other road users

•

Reviewing where cars need to make turns along
tram routes, and removing uncontrolled turns
where possible to reduce conflicts with tram
movements

There are established designs that have been
approved by the Department of Transport and
included in the appropriate design manuals that
could be the basis for projects to improve the
effectiveness of separation.
Design and traffic studies, and stakeholder and
community engagement, are important to develop
agreed solutions to minimise tram / vehicle
interactions by further upgrading physical
separation. These studies could consider the full
role of the street. Urban design improvements can
also add substantial value but can take longer to
implement.
Some of the things road authorities may be able to
influence to improve road safety involving trams
include:
•

Undertaking Road Safety Audits and sharing the
findings with the Department of Transport and
Yarra Trams to find solutions

•

Incorporating tram safety into Road
Management Plans through planning for regular
maintenance of plastic strips and linemarking
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Executive Summary
Over the last four years (FY 2015-18), approximately 4,350 vehicle to tram collisions, passenger falls on
trams and near hit incidents were recorded on Melbourne’s tram network. This included close to 1,000
vehicle to tram collisions – an average of almost three incidents each day. As a significant (40%) proportion
of these incidents were recorded on sections of the track with low to medium levels of separation from
general road traffic (Full Time Tram Lanes and Raised Dividing Strip), a clear opportunity exists to address
safety issues through established physical infrastructure solutions.
The issues surrounding vehicle to tram incidents on the current network were explored through several
workshops with participants from:


Public Transport Victoria



VicRoads



City of Melbourne



Yarra Trams

Key Issues
The key underlying issues identified were:


Non-compliant and/or risky behaviour across tram tracks results in injury and property damage



Ineffective track separation enabling risky behaviour leads to slower tram journey times and inefficient
use of assets



Frequent network incidents adversely impact user experience

Key Benefits
The key benefits to be realised by addressing the above issues include:


Improved safety outcomes – reducing the number of passenger falls, near hits and collisions for both
road users and passengers on trams.



Improved operational outcomes – reducing the number of trams out of service during peak periods will
alleviate pressure on maintenance operations, allowing focus to be redirected to maintenance
requirements rather than tram repairs.



Improved use of public transport – tram patronage accounts for more than one third of total public
transport usage on the PTV network. As population growth places greater demands on the public
transport network, promoting tram safety and reliability will be essential to maintain ongoing utilisation
of trams.

Response
Several strategic responses were evaluated for their ability to address the identified issues and achieve the
expected key benefits, with consideration also given to risk and uncertainty, dis-benefits, interdependencies,
cost and implementation.
The preferred strategic response was the multi-faceted approach, balancing separation, education, and
reinforcement through:

Page i



The provision of separation between tram tracks and the road environment to prevent risky behaviour
from occurring



Supporting the effectiveness of infrastructure through a balance of education initiatives for both the
general public and tram drivers



Greater enforcement measures to reinforce the issues around safety.
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The breaks in continuity of separation in covering a large number of sites and locations.



Requirement for traffic lane closures and occupation of the tram reserve during installation.

Next steps
In preparation for the Full Business Case, this project will need to undertake the following activities:

Page iv



Present the Preliminary Business Case to PTV to understand their outlook on further separation on the
network.



Present the Preliminary Business Case to potential stakeholders (e.g. local Councils, VicRoads, and
VicPol) to ensure their views are represented, and to discuss and understand their general view of the
project.



Support TfV to develop the Full Business Case.



Engage technical advisors to provide a more detailed examination of the separation design options.
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OPTION 1
Title:
Description:

Business as usual / Do nothing
Current program of works

Improved safety
outcomes

30%

Interventions

Cont nue ma ntenance of cu ent cont ol measu es

KPI Score
Benefit Total

20%

Improved operational
outcomes

20%

Reduced Reduced numbe
mpact of
of ope at onal
asset
d s upt ons
damage

Improved use of public
transport

We ghted
Benefit Score

Benefit 4

10%

10%

0%

0%

0%

Imp oved
speed
va ab l ty

Inc eased
pat onage

Inc eased
custome
sat sfact on

KPI 1

KPI 2

%

Reduced
numbe of
nju es and
fa ls

100%

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0%
0%

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

100%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0 0%

0.0%
0 0%

0.0%

OPTION 2
Title:
Description:

Effective physical separation
Optimised package of works

Benefit 1

30%
Reduced
numbe of
nju es and
fa ls

Implement phys cal cont ols to p event sky behav ou

90%

Imp ove enfo cement to educe non‐compl ance
Develop and mplement awa eness campa gn fo both
gene al publ c and t am d ve s

5%
5%

1
0
0

100%

15.0%

KPI Score
Benefit Total

Benefit 2

20%

%

Interventions

20%

Reduced Reduced numbe
of ope at onal
mpact of
d s upt ons
asset
damage

1
0
0

1
0
0

10 0%

10.0%

25.0%

Benefit 3

Benefit 4

10%

10%

0%

0%

0%

Imp oved
speed
va ab l ty

Inc eased
pat onage

Inc eased
custome
sat sfact on

KPI 1

KPI 2

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

5.0%

5.0%

5.0%

0.0%

15.0%

10 0%

We ghted
Benefit Score

0.0%
0.0%

50.0%

OPTION 3
Title:
Description:

Regulatory approach
Minimal asset approach
Benefit 1

30%
Reduced
numbe of
nju es and
fa ls

Implement phys cal cont ols to p event sky behav ou

10%

Imp ove enfo cement to educe non‐compl ance
Develop and mplement awa eness campa gn fo both
gene al publ c and t am d ve s

80%
10%

0
1
0

100%

15.0%

KPI Score
Benefit Total

Benefit 2

20%

%

Interventions

20%

Reduced Reduced numbe
of ope at onal
mpact of
d s upt ons
asset
damage

0
1
0

0
1
0

10 0%

10.0%

25.0%

Benefit 3

Benefit 4

10%

10%

0%

0%

0%

Imp oved
speed
va ab l ty

Inc eased
pat onage

Inc eased
custome
sat sfact on

KPI 1

KPI 2

0
1
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

5.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

15.0%

0.0%
0.0%

0.0%

We ghted
Benefit Score

40.0%

OPTION 4
Title:
Description:

Multi‐faceted approach
Full option
Benefit 1

30%
Reduced
numbe of
nju es and
fa ls

Implement phys cal cont ols to p event sky behav ou

55%

Imp ove enfo cement to educe non‐compl ance
Develop and mplement awa eness campa gn fo both
gene al publ c and t am d ve s

25%
20%

1
1
0

100%

30.0%

KPI Score
Benefit Total

Benefit 2

20%

%

Interventions

20%

Reduced Reduced numbe
of ope at onal
mpact of
d s upt ons
asset
damage

1
1
0

1
1
0

20 0%

20.0%

50.0%

Benefit 3

Benefit 4

10%

10%

0%

0%

0%

Imp oved
speed
va ab l ty

Inc eased
pat onage

Inc eased
custome
sat sfact on

KPI 1

KPI 2

1
1
0

1
0
1

1
0
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

10.0%

10 0%

10.0%

0.0%

30.0%

20 0%

We ghted
Benefit Score

0.0%
0.0%

100 0%

OPTION 5
Title:
Description:

Prevention only
Modification of enforcement and education to change behaviour
Benefit 1

30%
Reduced
numbe of
nju es and
fa ls

Implement phys cal cont ols to p event sky behav ou

0%

Imp ove enfo cement to educe non‐compl ance
Develop and mplement awa eness campa gn fo both
gene al publ c and t am d ve s

60%
40%

0
1
0

100%

15.0%

KPI Score
Benefit Total

Benefit 2

20%

%

Interventions

20%

Reduced Reduced numbe
of ope at onal
mpact of
d s upt ons
asset
damage

0
1
0

0
0
0

10 0%

0.0%

25.0%

Benefit 3

Benefit 4

10%

10%

0%

0%

0%

Imp oved
speed
va ab l ty

Inc eased
pat onage

Inc eased
custome
sat sfact on

KPI 1

KPI 2

0
0
0

0
0
1

0
0
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

0.0%

5.0%

5.0%

0.0%

0.0%

10 0%

We ghted
Benefit Score

0.0%
0.0%

35.0%

OPTION 6
Title:
Description:

Treatment only
Modification of passenger / pedestrian / road user interfaces

Benefit 1

30%

Interventions

Reduced
numbe of
nju es and
fa ls

Benefit 3

Benefit 2

20%

%

20%

Reduced Reduced numbe
of ope at onal
mpact of
d s upt ons
asset
damage

Benefit 4

10%

10%

0%

0%

0%

Imp oved
speed
va ab l ty

Inc eased
pat onage

Inc eased
custome
sat sfact on

KPI 1

KPI 2

1. Implement phys cal ba e s to p event sky
behav ou
4. Implement technology to avo d coll s ons

60%

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

20%

5. Redes gn oll ng stock to l m t co l s on mpact

20%

1
0

0
1

1
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

100%

30.0%

0
KPI Score
Benefit Total

0

0

20 0%

20.0%

50.0%

0

0

5.0%

0.0%

25.0%

0

0

0.0%

0.0%

We ghted
Benefit Score

0

0.0%

0.0%
0.0%

75.0%

OPTION 7
Title:
Description:

Efficiency approach
Increase efficiency of current operational behaviour

Benefit 1

30%

Interventions

2. Develop and mplement awa eness campa gn fo
both gene al publ c and t am d ve s
4. Implement technology to avo d coll s ons
5. Redes gn oll ng stock to l m t co l s on mpact

KPI Score
Benefit Total

Benefit 2

20%

20%

Benefit 3

Benefit 4

10%

10%

0%

0%

0%

Imp oved
speed
va ab l ty

Inc eased
pat onage

Inc eased
custome
sat sfact on

KPI 1

KPI 2

0

0

1

1

0

0

1
0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

0
0

Reduced Reduced numbe
of ope at onal
mpact of
d s upt ons
asset
damage

%

Reduced
numbe of
nju es and
fa ls

30%

0

0

40%
30%

1
0

0
1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

100%

15.0%

10 0%

10.0%

0.0%

5.0%

5.0%

0.0%

25.0%

10.0%

10 0%

We ghted
Benefit Score

0
0.0%
0.0%
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Initial Workshop:

Preliminary Business Case

Version No.:
Last Modified by:

Response options
Interventions

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Option 6

Business as usual / Do
nothing

Effective physical
separation

Regulatory approach

Multi‐faceted
approach

Prevention only

Treatment only

90%

10%

55%

5%

10%

20%

50%

5%

80%

25%

50%

1. Implement physical controls to prevent risky
behaviour
2. Develop and implement awareness campaign for
both general public and tram drivers
3. Develop and implement additional regulatory change
to reduce risky behaviour
4. Implement technology to avoid collisions

60%

20%

5. Redesign rolling stock to limit collision impact

20%

6. Continue maintenance of current controls

100%
Total

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

NOTES
1 The range of interventions that could respond to the identified problem and deliver the KPIs for the expected benefits are listed in the left‐hand column.
2 Against the listed interventions a spread of response options are structured to provide genuine alternative approaches to the problem.
3 Response options should be titled to reflect the underlying strategy.
4 The shaded boxes indicate which interventions are used in each response and the percentage (%) indicates the relative importance of each specific intervention within the response.
The total should be 100%.
5 This is a balance of two factors: the importance of the intervention in delivering the response option, and the likely effort/cost involved

Benefits

Response options
Option 4

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 5

Option 6

Business as usual / Do
nothing

Effective physical
separation

Regulatory approach

Multi‐faceted
approach

Prevention only

Treatment only

Percentage of full benefit to be delivered

0.0%

50.0%

40.0%

100.0%

35.0%

75.0%

Benefit 1
Benefit 2

Improved safety outcomes
Improved operational outcomes

0.0%
0.0%

25.0%
15.0%

25.0%
15.0%

50.0%
30.0%

25.0%
0.0%

50.0%
25.0%

Benefit 3

Improved use of public transport

0.0%

10.0%

0.0%

20.0%

10.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

Despite maintenance
of current separation
assets, accident rates
increase
H

Despite
implementation of
additional physical
separation, accident
rates remain high
M
Education campaign
has limited impact in
reducing accident
rates
H

Education campaign
has limited impact in
reducing accident
rates
H

Despite
implementation of
additional physical
separation, accident
rates remain high
M
Education campaign
has limited impact in
reducing accident
rates
H

Education campaign
has limited impact in
reducing accident
rates
H

Despite
implementation of
additional physical
separation, accident
rates remain high
M
New enforcement
measures create
significant backlash
M

Benefit 4

Risk and uncertainty
Risk 1

Risk 2

Risk 3

New enforcement
measures create
significant backlash
M

New enforcement
measures create
significant backlash
M

New enforcement
measures create
significant backlash
M

Risk 4

Resistance from Tram
Drivers to change
current operator
procedures may
limited effectiveness of
new programs
M

Risk 5

Effectiveness of crash
avoidance technology
is limited in Melbourne
environment
M
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New enforcement
measures create
significant backlash
M

Regulatory changes do Despite installation of
not change pedestrian signals, accident rates
do not decrease at
and motorist
previously unsignalised
behaviour
intersections
M
M
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Risk 6

Despite installation of
signals, accident rates
do not decrease at
previously unsignalised
intersections
M

Dis‐benefits
Dis‐benefit 1

Continued increase in
accidents leading to
increased health costs.

Dis‐benefit 2

Continued increase in
accidents leading to
increased asset
damage

Increase in separation
assets maintenace
H

Increase in
maintenance for
separation assets
H
Reduced pedestrian
and vehicle
movements around
tram lanes
H

Increased cost of
enforcement
H

Increase in
maintenance for
separation assets
H

Reduced pedestrian
and vehicle
movements around
tram lanes
H
Increased costs of
operation for new
technologies
H
Increased cost of
enforcement
H

Dis‐benefit 3

Dis‐benefit 4

Interdependencies
Government support Government support Government support Government support
for regulatory changes for regulatory changes for regulatory changes for regulatory changes
and enforcement.
and enforcement.
and enforcement.
and enforcement.

Interdependency 1

Interdependency 2

Is a real options analysis workshop required?
Yes/No/Maybe

No

Maybe

No

Maybe

No

No

$n mil ‐ $n mil
$n mil ‐ $n mil pa

$n mil ‐ $n mil
$n mil ‐ $n mil pa

$n mil ‐ $n mil
$n mil ‐ $n mil pa

$n mil ‐ $n mil
$n mil ‐ $n mil pa

$n mil ‐ $n mil
$n mil ‐ $n mil pa

$n mil ‐ $n mil
$n mil ‐ $n mil pa

mm‐mm

mm‐mm

mm‐mm

mm‐mm

mm‐mm

mm‐mm

6

2

5

1

3

3

Cost
Capital total estimated investment (TEI) (range)
Net incremental output costs (range)

Time
(Range)

Ranking
1‐6

Overall Assessment:

Option 1 is the Business-as-Usual response. This option focuses maintenance of the current tram assets (including separation). The f
regarding stafety, efficiency and public use of transport are not addressed and the benefits not delivered. Congestion and travel times
increase and the number of incidents will increase in line.
Option 2 is focused on an efficient package of works that will address physical separation and awareness of tram lane issues with an
supported by an education campaign and enforcement. This option will likely have the second highest cost for implementation, but wi
percentage of the benefits met.
Option 3 is a regulatory approach supported by an education campaign, enforcement, and increased visibility of tram lanes (infrastruc
handed apporach which is unlikely to result a signficant amount of benefit.
Option 4 is a multi-facted approach which includes infrastructure (tram lanes and signals), tram upgrades, education and enforcemen
expensive option, but will see the highest levels of benefits met. With a large scope of works there are a larger number of risks to cons
Option 5 is a prevention only approach which is similar to Option 3 but does not have an infrastructure element. This option also inclu
changes to eliminate conflict which is expected to create a larger amount of benefit. With regulatory changes, It is important to consid
from other agencies to implementing these changes.
Option 6 is a treatment only approach where the interventions focuses on restricting or controlling the actions of the pedestrian / pass
the tram environment. Based on historical changes to education and regulation changes, this approach is expected to create a larger
prevention only approach.
Option 7 is an efficiency approach where the current operations and equipment are modified. This approach includes changes to ope
upgrades to trams to limit damage from collisions. This approach does not seek to address passenger / pedestrian / other road user b
therefore has a lower level of expected benefit.

Recommendation:
Notes:
a Benefits ‐ % benefit weighting derived from ILM
b Benefit delivery‐ rank (0‐Marginal, 1‐Partial, 2‐Full) ‐ See Worksheet 2.
c Dis‐benefits ‐ negative impacts that are likely to occur as a direct consequence of successfully implementing this option.
d Risk ‐ one to four of the most significant things that might result in the delivery of the benefits being significantly different from expectations. These should include exogenous factors that may
influence the investment's benefit delivery.
e Interdependencies ‐ identify external factors that need to be in place if an intervention is to be successful.
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f
g
h
i

Real options workshop ‐ determine whether a real options, or managing uncertainty, analysis workshop is required.
Timeframe ‐ from commencement of funding to date of full benefit delivery (not completion of the investment delivery)
Capital TEI‐ range should be sufficiently reliable to provide an order of magnitude for the response.
Output costs‐ output costs should be identified as these may substantially differ between responses. These should be the incremental costs, directly incurred as a result of the investment, net of
any expected savings as a result of the investment.
j Ranking ‐ considering all factors, which response option is the preferred approach to resolving the problem?
k Overall Assessment ‐ why was the preferred response chosen? Are there any other assessment observations?
l Recommendation ‐ how should this investment proceed…or not?
Instructions for creating Response Options Analysis Report (Word)
a Complete KPI intervention assess and then select Copy Interventions function under ROA Report.
b Complete risk and uncertainty, dis‐benefit, interdependencies, cost, timeframe, ranking and overall assessment and recommendation fields (after relevant workshops).
c Save and select Create Report function to generate Word Report of Response Options Analysis.
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